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Art books. Many of us canÕt live without them, but sooner or later we

canÕt live with them, either. First we run out of shelves, then table

space gets scarce, and soon stacks of books start rising from the floor.

Luckily these conditions stop no one from publishing them, or from

buying them or giving them as gifts.

This yearÕs offerings confirm once

more the variety of genres that thrive

beneath the art book banner. There

are the standard artistsÕ monographs,

for example, among which Johannes

GraveÕs ‘CASPAR DAVID

FRIEDRICH’ (Prestel, $120) stands

out, primarily for its size and lavish

reproductions Ñ a total of 227, nearly

all in color Ñ of paintings, drawings and prints by this great

German Romantic. It conveys a fuller sense of FriedrichÕs

enigmatic, landscape-centered art than any single museum

or exhibition could possibly provide.

Mr. GraveÕs rather pedestrian text, while rich with

interesting information and hypotheses about the works,

never really gets going, but the pictures more than

compensate. They could easily inspire a Friedrich

pilgrimage to various, mostly German, museums.

In the category of books by rather than about artists, one of

the most stunning is Chris WareÕs new graphic novel,

‘BUILDING STORIES’ (Pantheon Books, $50), which

elliptically tells the tale of a smart, fatalistic, unnamed

young woman who happens to have a prosthetic leg, and of

her search for love. As usual, Mr. WareÕs style is a model of

compression in both word and picture. Less usual, for the

genre as a whole, is the vividness with which he limns his

heroineÕs intense, if fairly ordinary, inner life, and also the

brilliant way he avoids the visual relentlessness that can

plague graphic novels.
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The disc is intended for aliens who may discover it billions of years into the future, long

after the extinction of our species. However, a book featuring these images, ‘THE LAST

PICTURES’ (Creative Time Books/University of California Press, $27.95.), is for us, in

the here and now. In it Mr. Paglen details the collaborative process behind the

photographs (which involved scientists, philosophers and researchers from the nonprofit

Creative Time), and discusses Òthe deep time of the cosmosÓ in ways that will make your

head spin.

ÒIn the far future,Ó he writes, Òbits of hard drives may be fossilized in limestone, and

discarded iPhones may find themselves encased in amber, hardened like nail polish, but

the bits of humanity that these exquisitely crafted machines hold will be lost to time.Ó

You canÕt blame Judith K. Brodsky and Ferris Olin, the authors of ‘THE FERTILE

CRESCENT: GENDER, ART, AND SOCIETY’ (Rutgers University Institute for

Women and Art, $45), for tackling their big, unwieldy topic Ñ art being made by women

all across the Middle East Ñ with a certain wariness. (They spend several pages making

sure we understand the tongue-in-cheek nature of their chosen title, which comes with

colonialist baggage.)

The book accompanies a full slate of exhibitions and symposiums being presented at

universities and museums across New Jersey this fall and winter, and its academic

verbiage might be a tad dry for the lay reader. Nevertheless, it should make a valuable

resource for any curator interested in recent art from the region Ñ or, for that matter,

anyone curious to know how artists are responding to the instability of the past couple of

years.

The essays, by the editors and the contributors Margot Badran, Kelly Baum and Gilane

Tawadros, bring some helpful perspective to the headlines of the Arab Spring. Ms.

BadranÕs piece, ÒThe Art of Revolution in Egypt,Ó is particularly illuminating, linking the

young women of recent protest movements to earlier Egyptian female artists and activists

like Nawal El Saadawi and Inji Aflatun.

The artist profiles, which make up the bulk of the book, cover a lot of ground; they include

some museum and art market stars like Ghada Amer, Mona Hatoum and Shirin Neshat,

but also many younger women with less exposure in the United States. Those to watch

include the performance artist Fatima Al Qadiri, who directed transvestites in a video

series about Kuwaiti housewives; Hayv Kahraman, who paints mysterious beauty rituals in

a style derived from Persian miniatures; and Parastou Forouhar, whose photograph of a

womanÕs hand emerging from a patterned veil graces the bookÕs cover.

For a narrower and more focused consideration of what drives an artist, there is

‘BECOMING VAN GOGH’ (Yale University Press, $50), by Timothy J. Standring and

Louis van Tilborgh. We all know how van Gogh unraveled, but this book tells a less

sensational story: how a young, nature-loving Dutchman from a family of evangelical

Christians lost his religion, found color and laid the groundwork for his churning impasto

brush strokes with hours and hours of drawing.

This copiously illustrated catalog accompanies an exhibition  at the Denver Art Museum

through Jan. 20, and is clearly meant to be a coffee table blockbuster. Those who venture

past the color plates, though, will be rewarded with some unexpected influences (Signac,

Pissarro, Toulouse-Lautrec) and insights into van GoghÕs formative years.

Of particular interest is Nicole MyersÕs contribution on van GoghÕs nudes; he spent a brief

and disastrous period studying the figure in Paris, only to give it up in frustration when his

baboon-faced reclining females failed to live up to the examples of Manet and Courbet.

Also fascinating is the editorsÕ essay, ÒVan Gogh in Search of His Own Voice,Ó which links

the artistÕs distaste for the prevailing style of religious oratory to the more authentic

expression of his paintings, Òthe eloquence that wins hearts because it comes from the

heart.Ó KAREN ROSENBERG
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